
Abstract: 

Title: The level of speed and agility in elite football players (15-17 years). 

Aim: The main aim of this thesis is to find out the current level of performance in linear speed 

and agility in elite football players (15-17 years), given the age of the players. At the same time, 

the aim is to find out the relationship between performance in linear speed tests and agility. 

Methods: The main scientific method which had a theoretical-empirical character was the 

observing and testing method. The research team consisted of 30 players FK Motorlet Praha 

and 32 players Bohemians Prague 1905 categories U16 and U17. Basic descriptive statistics 

and correlation and regression analysis were used to evaluate the measured data. 

Results: Based on the test results, a match between the agility Illionois test and the linear 

sprinter on 10 m (r = 0,54), 20 m (r = 0,60) and 40 m (r = 0,52) was found. On the other hand, 

weak dependence on Illionois was proven in tests for linear sprinter measurements in 5 m (r = 

0,43) and 20 m in flight when r = 0,31. When comparing the Bohemians Prague 1905 and FK 

Motorlet Prague for each category, the Bohemians Prague 1905 was better in the U17. In the 

U16 category, it was found that Motorlet Praha's players were better at agility Illionois, where 

the results were measured d = 0,54 and a linear sprint in 5 m and 10 m and Bohemians players 

were better in linear sprint tests 20 m, 40 m and 20 m. However, the measured results were not 

significantly different, therefor there could not be any talk of team imbalances on this matter. 

Interesting results were obtained by comparing results according to age, where no significant 

differences between category U16 and U17 in the agility Illionois (d = 0,2) and linear sprinter 

tests were measured in 5 m (d = 0) and 10 m (d = 0). 

Conclusion: According to the measured results, certain dependencies in the sprinter on short 

distance and agility were found. For the development of agility using a linear sprint, repetitive 

and short sections of 10-20 meters are recommended. When comparing teams where the Cohen 

coefficient ended worse FK Motorlet Praha category U17, I have to recommend the mentioned 

players, including several exercises to develop agility and generally speed capabilities. The 

results of the comparison of U16 clubs have come very close. A comparison of age categories 

was also balanced. 

 


